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 andpink.wordpress.com/ FOR MY OTHER HATERS, THIS POST IS ME SICK OF HATING ON THE AGE OF A FACE YOU DON’T WANT TO BE IN. IT IS SO IRRITATING. It’s as if people who hate on older people don’t understand what they’re saying. I’ve been a fan of Martha Stewart for a long time, and recently started reading her blog and books. Her home is so pretty, and her home
decorating ideas are amazing. I’ve learned a lot from her, and I think she has taught me a lot of things, too. I even think we’ve gotten to know each other pretty well. This month she has a contest to design and create a birthday card for a lucky winner. I decided to have a go at it, and the card turned out really cute! It’s just a simple, cheerful card for someone who is a part of the family. I created the card
in Paint Shop Pro, Photoshop Elements, and MyPaint. All three programs have the ability to create a high quality photo, which I love to use in my card making. I love the color palette for this month’s card, and think it’s perfect for a birthday card. It has bright colors and pops of pink to bring happiness to the recipient. I love the realistic texture of the rose. I couldn’t have asked for a more photorealistic
rose for the card. The addition of the red and pink stripes over the top just makes the rose pop out of the cream background. I also love that it’s a landscape card. The borders are perfect because they don’t make the rose look too big or out of place on the card. I hope the winner and all those who have a birthday this month enjoy the card and happy birthday! This month she has a contest to design and
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